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Home Improvement Loan

Home Improvement Loans Made Easy!

Got projects?  Mocse can help you enhance the comfort and add value to your home with our Home
Improvement Loan.  The funds can be used to renovate, remodel, repair or restore your home.  Low,

fixed interest rate as low as 7.00% APR.

Click here to check out all our Home Equity Loan products or you can apply online using our Online
Loan Application. 
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Turbo Tax
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Annual Meeting

Mocse's 59th Annual Meeting will be held on Thursday, February 22, 2018 at 5:30pm at 3600 Coffee
Rd in Modesto.  Come meet your volunteers that serve on your Board of Directors and Supervisory
Committee.  Thank You!  to our members for voting Mocse as "Favorite Credit Union" in the Modesto
Bee Reader's Choice Awards for a 13th time! 
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Holiday Closure

Mocse Credit Union will be closed in observance of the Presidents Day Holiday on Monday, February
19, 2018 
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FHA Loans 101
Financing your first home doesn’t require a perfect credit score

Purchasing your first home can be a daunting task. There are quite a few different ways of funding this
major life expense, and navigating those options can be confusing. If you’re in the market for a new
home but have limited financial means, pursuing an FHA loan might be best for you.

What is an FHA loan?

To put it simply, an FHA loan is
insured by the federal government.
The FHA, or Federal Housing
Administration, doesn’t issue the
loans directly. However, it does
offer mortgage insurance, which
simplifies the process necessary
for a lender to approve a loan when
you’re buying a house.

Benefits of an FHA loan

FHA lending guidelines are more
flexible compared to a conventional
loan. There are two primary perks
of an FHA loan which make it a
popular funding option for first-time
homebuyers.

First, an FHA loan will help you
earn a lower down payment when it comes time to close on the house. According to Marcie Geffner,
contributor with Bankrate.com, FHA loans require a minimum down payment of just 3.5 percent of the
property price.

Second, you can qualify for an FHA loan even with a lower FICO score. So, if you have poor credit, a
foreclosure or a bankruptcy event in your credit history, going with an FHA loan is the better option
than a conventional loan.

Per the Federal Housing Administration, you must have a FICO score of 580 or higher to qualify for a
down payment of 3.5 percent. If your score is lower than 580, you can still qualify for an FHA loan, but
your down payment will be higher — 10 percent of the home’s purchase price.

How to qualify for an FHA loan

As with any type of loan, the FHA system requires you to meet a certain number of criteria, according
to Hal M. Bundrick, CFP and contributor to Nerdwallet.com.

Depending on which state the property you’re buying is located in, the property must meet the FHA
geographic loan limit for that state. For 2018, the limit for a high-cost area is $679,650. For a low-cost
area the limit was $294,515.

FHA loan criteria also apply to the house that you’re purchasing. The property must be a primary
residence, which means a rental property or second home wouldn’t qualify for an FHA loan. The







house also can’t be one that you intend to fix-up and resell. A strict inspection is required to appraise
the value of the home and make sure it adheres to minimum property standards. Lastly, you have to
obtain a title to the property in your own name or the name of a living trust at the time of settlement,
and then occupy the house within 60 days after closing.

There are also income requirements for FHA loans. First, you have to have a minimum of two credit
accounts. You also must account for cash gifts from a family member or relative that help cover a
percentage of the down payment. The loan requirements also stipulate that you must have no
delinquent federal judgments or debts. Finally, to be eligible for an FHA loan, you have to have a
certain debt-to-income ratio of 50 percent or less. This includes credit cards, student loans, the
monthly payment amounts of the new mortgage and your monthly bills.

FHA loans are a great choice if you have a less-than-stellar credit score and you desire a low down
payment at the time of closing. Talk to your lender to find out more about this unique type of loan.
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Modern apps that are making the checkbook system
obsolete
The new era of monitoring personal finances

While you might write the occasional check for small businesses or to a family member during the
holidays, chances are that you seldom use checks. With so many advanced technology tools out
there to manage your financial transactions, you have to wonder: is the checkbook system nearing
extinction?

Discover the latest trends as well as how to take advantage of new, streamlined programs and apps to
help you manage your payments and savings without writing checks or using that outdated
checkbook register.

Out with the old

Per Amy Fontinelle, contributor to
Investopedia.com, the checkbook
system is definitely becoming a
thing of the past. Thanks to
contemporary technology like
online bill pay, social payment
systems like PayPal and online
payment options, fewer people are
writing checks these days.

One reason people are abandoning
the practice of writing checks is the
lack of security. As Liz Weston,
contributor to NerdWallet, pointed
out, each check lists your bank
account and routing numbers at the
bottom — the only information that
a crook needs to steal money from
your account.

Along with checks, the related tracking system it comes with, the checkbook, is also becoming passé.
As Eric Rosenberg, with PersonalProfitability.com, notes, “Free apps have replaced your check
register. Balancing your checkbook has gone from an activity that took hours to something you can
take care of in a few minutes.”

In with the new

According to Robert Barba with Bankrate.com, Debitize is a useful app for those wishing to minimize
their credit card debt. This convenient tool monitors your credit card purchases and deducts the
amount of your purchases from your checking account, putting the money in a reserve account. When
it’s time to pay your monthly credit card bill, the app uses this reserve fund to pay off the balance.

Another convenient resource to tap into is a spending tracker app. Samantha Sharf, contributor to
Forbes, lists a few free ones. BillGuard syncs to your bank account to keep track of your spending and
categorize your purchases by location, type and month. You can also add on $83.88/year to take







advantage of the app’s credit monitoring and identity theft insurance services.

Goodbudget is another highly-rated app. Similar to an old-fashioned envelope budgeting system, this
tool allows you to set a budget for each category and spend directly from it. The only downside to this
app is that it doesn’t sync to your accounts, so it requires you to manually input the data.

Leveling Money provides further convenience for staying on top of your transactions and funds. Not
only does it link to your banking accounts, it subtracts your monthly expenses and allotted savings
from your income. It then divides up the rest of your spendable income so you know how much you
can spend each day, week and month.

Save yourself time and spare yourself the hassle of using a checkbook to balance your accounts.
Instead, pick one of the many nifty apps available to easily track your expenses, maximize your
savings and stick to your budgeting goals.
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Best Cars for Teenage Drivers
Provide your teen with a safe and reliable ride

Picking out the perfect vehicle to purchase is hard enough, but when the driver in need of a car is a
teenager, the process becomes even more complicated. Even if teen drivers are simply borrowing a
family car, it can be difficult to determine which vehicles work best for them. As teenagers are new to
driving, they require vehicles that are responsive, intuitive and, above all else, safe. If you are looking
for a vehicle for your teenage driver to use, consider one of the following models.

Mazda3

Purchasing a sports car for your
new driver is probably not the right
way to go. While they may not be
able to get behind the wheel of a
performance model, that doesn’t
mean they can’t find a vehicle that
can, in fact, perform. For years, the
Mazda3 has been applauded for its
responsive drive and sporty feel.
This is true for both the sedan and
hatchback configurations. Russ
Heaps of Bankrate notes that the
Mazda3 has received high marks
for safety throughout its lifetime. It’s
also a model that places an
emphasis on efficiency.

Subaru Forester

Icy winter roads can be difficult for even the most experienced of drivers to navigate. Therefore, one
can only imagine the trouble that new teen drivers might encounter if they need to drive in such
conditions. This can be where all-wheel drive comes in handy. Fortunately, the Subaru lineup is
populated by vehicles that come packaged with all-wheel drive standard. Even among Subaru models,
the Subaru Forester is renowned for its impressive safety features. Not only do Jeff S. Bartlett and Jen
Stockburger of Consumer Reports recommend the Forester for teen drivers, but the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) does as well.

Honda Accord

While it’s true that the Accord might not be the most exciting set of wheels on the market, this
mid-size sedan is one of the most reliable vehicles available. That makes it a first car that will last well
into your teenager’s transition into adulthood. Heaps notes that the Accord is well ahead of its time, as
the modern Accord can be equipped with advanced safety systems like lane-departure warning and
collision-mitigation braking. It’s not just the current Accord that is safe, though. The Honda Accord has
been named a “Top Safety Pick” by the IIHS for several years in a row.

Chevrolet Equinox

Like adults, teenage drivers appreciate the extra room and ride height that a crossover can provide.
With a ton of utility options on the market, it can be tough to narrow your choices down, but the IIHS







recommends that drivers select the Chevrolet Equinox. The recently refreshed Equinox is filled with
appealing interior amenities and if you prefer to buy used for your young driver, you won’t be
disappointed by previous iterations of the Equinox, either.

Toyota Avalon

Toyota has made a name for itself in the automotive industry for reliability, and one of its most reliable
vehicles is the Toyota Avalon. The Avalon is the largest model in Toyota’s sedan lineup, and comes
packaged with some of the best technologies that Toyota has to offer. Friends and peers won’t feel
crowded in the roomy cabin and the Avalon is such an appealing vehicle that Matt Rand and Mel
Anton of U.S. News included both the new and used Avalon on their list of best vehicles for teenage
drivers.

Watching your teenager drive off in a vehicle of their very own can be a stressful situation. These
reliable vehicle models should provide you with some extra peace of mind during that experience. 
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NYC on a Budget
See what the Big Apple has to offer without breaking the bank

New York City is a popular destination for travelers across the world. With fancy restaurants,
Broadway shows and opportunity galore, it can be an expensive trip, too. But don’t fret; there are
plenty of ways to explore the Big Apple without completely emptying your wallet.

Statue of Liberty

A National Monument sitting on the
New York Harbor, the Statue of
Liberty is an American symbol for
freedom. You can take photos of
the statue from a distance free of
charge, using it as the perfect
background, or you can climb
some stairs to the top. Inside the
crown of the statue, you’ll find the
Liberty Island Museum and an
observation deck. The crown sits
atop a 162-step spiral staircase,
but the view of the harbor is well
worth it; you can even see parts of
Brooklyn. However, you’ll want to
reserve tickets to the statue in
advance.

Central Park

Restaurants in New York City are often overpriced, as tourism causes their prices to skyrocket. To
save some money, consider planning a picnic in Central Park . There is no charge to enter the park
and there are so many things to see along the way. After you finish your meal, browse the grounds
and explore the local conservatory, the Shakespeare garden, ponds and the Belvedere Castle.

National 9/11 Memorial and Museum

After the tragedies of Sept. 11, 2001, New York City came together to create the National 9/11
Memorial and Museum. The memorial sits embedded in the ground in place of the World Trade
Center. Etched into the sides of the memorial, you’ll find the names of every person who died in the
1993 World Trade Center bombings and the 2001 attacks. Alongside the memorial is the
110,000-square-foot museum dedicated to the documentation of the Sept. 11 events. Visiting the
memorial is free to the public. Tickets to the museum are $24 for adults; $18 for seniors, veterans and
students; and $15 for children 17 years and younger.

Brooklyn Bridge

The Brooklyn Bridge stands out as an iconic symbol in New York City. You can explore the bridge for
free on foot, walking along the pedestrian walkway from Brooklyn to Manhattan, or vice versa.
Whether you decide to walk the bridge during the day or in the evening, you’ll see a beautiful view of
the city’s skyline and the East River. Walking across the bridge takes 30 minutes to one hour,
depending on how many times you stop to take pictures. There are also free guided walking tours if







you’d prefer to have a tour guide.

Street and Subway Performers

New York City is often populated with street and subway performers. Many musicians have gotten
their starts in New York City subways; you just might hear the next Grammy-winning artist. As you
make your way to your next destination, stop and listen to some of these talented performers along
the way.

New York City has so many beautiful sights, museums and experiences to offer its visitors without
breaking the bank. The next time you visit the Big Apple, consider some of these inexpensive ways to
see the city.
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Are Meal Subscription Boxes Worth the Hype?
The joys and woes of subscribing to weekly meals

Most people love getting real “snail” mail, and receiving a much-anticipated package can brighten up a
ho-hum or stressful day, especially if that package is packed with fresh and tasty ingredients to create
a delicious meal.

Meal subscription boxes have become a popular go-to dinner solution for busy professionals and
families who yearn for a home-cooked meal but lack the shopping time for or the culinary know-how to
create a healthy, scrumptious dish.

Even though meal subscription boxes remove the dreaded “What’s for dinner” question and time in
the grocery store, are these food prep meal boxes worth the cost?

Subscription joys

Having everything you need to
whip up a home-cooked meal that’s
heavy on fresh, healthy and often
times locally-sourced ingredients
delivered to your doorstep are
definite pros for meal box
subscriptions.

“Most meals are pretty healthy —
they are built around fresh produce
and lean proteins. Plus, they are
designed to make a specific
number of servings, which can help
you with portion control. Just keep
an eye on the calories: Depending
on what you order, the meals can
run up to 800 calories per serving,”
reports AHealthierMichigan.org.

The meals are probably ones you’ve never had before, too, so not only do you get a fabulous-tasting
dinner, you’ll be exposing your taste buds to something new. You don’t have to settle for taco Tuesday
just because it’s Tuesday and you can’t think of anything else to make.

It’s also a great way to get your kids involved. Meal subscription boxes are basically food presents,
and most kids are thrilled to open presents. Plus, the boxes come with step-by-step directions. Even if
your little ones aren’t ready for stove or knife work, perhaps they can wash the veggies or read out
the steps. Just knowing they can be part of the meal-prep process might inspire them to try new
foods, without you having to resort to yelling, negotiations or bribery.

Subscription woes

Food is expensive and, with meal subscription boxes, you’re paying for the convenience as well as the
ingredients, which can come with a high price tag.

According to Associated Press Writer Bree Fowler, who evaluated several popular meal subscription
services for two over the course of the month, the overall cost of a mailed meal was definitely higher







than a grocery bill, but less than ordering in or eating out in her neck of the woods.

In addition to the higher cost, Fowler discovered that the subscribed-to meals yielded zero leftovers,
which is bummer for next day’s lunch prospects.

AHealthierMichigan.org notes that if your house is populated with discerning eaters (aka picky kids or
stubborn adults), you might want to reconsider a meal subscription service because “many ingredients
can be on the daring side.”

Recipes included in the meal subscription boxes often require advanced culinary skills as well.

“These aren’t dishes you’re going to throw in the microwave — they require some time and work to
prepare. You’ll be roasting, searing and dicing, so if you don’t want to handle the prep work, a meal
delivery service may not be for you,” according to AHealthierMichigan.org.

If you’re looking to try something new and are willing to put in the required time and effort in the
kitchen and are fine with increasing your overall food budget, meal subscription services can be a
worthy investment for you and your family. However, if your culinary skills are more akin to
microwaves or crock pots and your kids will only eat mac ‘n cheese, you’re probably better off not
investing in a subscription service, at least for the time being.
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Health Benefits of Meditation
Ways to enhance your physical and mental health

Whether you desire a calm mind, longer attention span or better sleep quality, meditation has been
scientifically proven to boost your health. Discover what this ancient practice can do for you.

Stress reduction

One of the primary perks of
meditation is lowered stress. As the
staff at Gundry MD relates, a study
performed by Carnegie Mellon
University linked even moderate
sessions of this practice to
reduction of cortisol levels, which
results in a heightened sense of
calm. Researchers studied
participants who engaged in a
three-day period of daily
meditation.

After the three days, the
participants performed speech and
math-related tasks. The individuals
who meditated had lower cortisol
levels than the individuals who
hadn’t meditated.

Enhances attention span

According to Matthew Thorpe, MD, PhD, contributor to Healthline.com, meditation strengthens your
ability to concentrate and lengthens your attention span. Researchers have found that meditation
might reverse brain patterns that trigger anxiety, distraction and mind-wandering.

John Cloud, contributor to Time magazine, cites a meditation study performed by Katherine MacLean
of the University of California, Davis. Thirty of the participants went on a three-month meditation
retreat in Colorado, while another 30 did not. After the three-month period, all participants completed
a computer test which asked them to distinguish small visual differences between lines flashed on a
screen. Those who did the meditation retreat were way more likely than those in the control group to
notice and report small visual differences.

Better quality of sleep

If you have trouble falling asleep or staying asleep, meditation is an effective solution. Per Dr. Nina
Radcliff with The Washington Times, if you meditate, you will experience better sleep on a regular
basis.

One of the studies backing this claim hails from JAMA Internal Medicine; the group surveyed
individuals who participated in a six-week meditation program versus those who did not. At the end of
the course, individuals who participated in the course reported less insomnia and an overall improved
sleep quality when compared to the individuals who were taught sleep hygiene practices other than
meditation.







meditation.

Reduces inflammation

As Jo Marchant, contributor to New Scientist, identifies, meditation can also help you minimize
inflammation within your body. Psychologist Ivana Buric, from the Coventry University’s Brain, Belief
and Behaviour Lab, performed a study that indicated that meditation helped to deactivate a protein
called NF-kB, which functions as the “on” switch for triggering inflammation in certain genes.

Because meditation minimizes inflammation, this in turn reduces the likelihood that you’ll experience
cardiovascular, autoimmune and neurodegenerative diseases. It can also help reduce your chances of
contracting certain forms of cancer.

Minimizes age-related memory loss

According to Gundry MD, meditation lessens brain deterioration that causes memory loss. The
Frontiers in Psychology journal issued a study that surveyed those who had practiced meditation their
whole life versus those who didn’t. The researchers discovered that the individuals who meditated on
a regular basis retained more gray matter in the brain compared with the individuals who hadn’t
meditated.

Stephen Adams, contributor to the Daily Mail, emphasizes a study published by Harvard
neuroscientist Dr. Sara Lazar that surveyed MRI scans from 16 individuals, taken before and after
they did an eight-week meditation course. The MRI scans of those who did engage in the program
revealed thicker grey matter in several brain regions associated with memory, while those who didn’t
do the program showed no signs of brain growth.

Expensive supplements, rigorous diets and regular massages aren’t the only way to enjoy greater
wellbeing and a refreshing clarity of mind. This year, try meditating your way to a healthier state of
being, both mentally and physically. 
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